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Abstract 5 

Runoff prediction has an important guiding role in the planning and management of 6 

regional water resources, flood prevention and drought resistance, and can effectively 7 

predict the risk of changes in regional water resources. This study used 12 runoff 8 

prediction methods to predict the runoff of four hydrological stations in the Hanjiang 9 

River Basin (HRB). Through the MCMC method, the HRB runoff probability 10 

conversion model from low to high (high to low) is constructed. The study found that 11 

the runoff of the HRB had a decreasing trend. In the mid-1980s, the runoff had a 12 

significant decreasing trend. The smoother the runoff changes, the easier it is to make 13 

accurate prediction. On the whole, the QS-MFM, MFM, MA-MFM, CES and DNN 14 

methods have strong generalization ability and can more accurately predict the runoff 15 

of the HRB. The Logistic model can accurately simulate the change of runoff status in 16 

the HRB. Among them, the HLT station has the fastest conversion rate of drought and 17 

flood, and the flow that generates floods is 6 times that of drought. The smaller the 18 

basin area, the larger the gap between drought and flood discharge. Overall, this 19 

research provides important technical support for the prediction of change in water 20 

resources and the transition probability from drought to flood in the HRB. 21 

Key words: Runoff forecast ·  trend analysis ·  Markov chain · dry and wet conversion 22 

1 Introduction 23 

  Although affected by the fluctuation of global climate circulation, the regional 24 

climate environment has certain stability and continuity(Li et al., 2021; Nygren et al., 25 

2020; Yaduvanshi et al., 2021). Finding the law from the long-term runoff time series 26 

to extend the runoff time series can effectively predict the changes of regional water 27 

resources and provide references for the rational use of water resources and the 28 

prediction of droughts and floods(Ma et al., 2020; Shappell et al., 2021; Tian et al., 29 

2018; Turunen et al., 2020). Due to rapid population growth, economic and social 30 

development, regional water consumption continues to rise(Deng et al., 2020; Dong et 31 

al., 2021; Ferrucci and Vocciante, 2021). In northern China, water shortages have 32 

become a major factor restricting regional economic and social development(Cheng et 33 

al., 2019; Li et al., 2017). At the same time, the South-to-North Water Diversion Project 34 

transfers water from the south to the north, which increases the risk in water resources 35 
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in the southern water diversion area to a certain extent(Feng et al., 2011; Guo et al., 36 

2020; Qu et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020). Therefore, the short-medium term prediction of 37 

water resources can provide reference significance for the formulation of reasonable 38 

economic and social development plans for the region(Chen et al., 2020; Wang et al., 39 

2015; Xie et al., 2019).  40 

  Hydrological forecasting has always been a major issue of concern(Piotrowski and 41 

Napiorkowski, 2012). At present, the commonly used methods of hydrological 42 

forecasting include physical cause analysis methods, mathematical statistics, intelligent 43 

algorithms, and comprehensive forecasting methods based on numerical weather 44 

prediction(Badrzadeh et al., 2015; Liu, 2014; Ouyang et al., 2007; Pan and Wang, 2004). 45 

However, due to the interaction and mutual influence of many factors, river runoff 46 

shows significant nonlinearity, high-dimensionality, chaos, ambiguity and many other 47 

complex features, which affects the prediction accuracy of the above methods to 48 

varying degrees(Moosavi et al., 2017; Wu, 2018; Xiu-fen et al., 2003). So far, no single 49 

method has absolute advantages, and runoff time series with different characteristics 50 

are suitable for different forecasting methods(Löwe et al., 2014). The mathematical 51 

statistics method is relatively simple. It is to find the change rule on the original time 52 

series and then make a reasonable extension of the series(Chua and Wong, 2011; He et 53 

al., 2020). The prediction method based on the background of the weather system 54 

requires analysis of the climate condition. Although the prediction accuracy is high, it 55 

increases the complexity of the prediction(Archer and Fowler, 2008; Doycheva et al., 56 

2017). In recent years, deep neural network algorithms have shown superior 57 

performance in regression prediction and have also been widely used in hydrological 58 

prediction(Ghumman et al., 2011; Parida et al., 2006; Sedki et al., 2009).  59 

  The Han River is the largest tributary of the Yangtze River, the main water source in 60 

the Jianghan Plain, and the water source for the Middle Route of the South-to-North 61 

Water Diversion Project(Qi et al., 2020). This study used a variety of prediction 62 

methods to predict the runoff of the four hydrological stations in the HRB and compared 63 

the advantages and disadvantages of different methods. On this basis, the conversion 64 

mechanism of drought and flood in the basin was analyzed by Markov chain Monte 65 

Carlo method. It provides reference significance for the prediction of water resources 66 

in the HRB and the forecast of drought and flood disasters. 67 

2 Methods and data 68 

2.1 Study area and data 69 

  The Han River is the largest tributary of the Yangtze River Basin, with a total length 70 

of more than 1,500 kilometers and a drainage area of 159,000 km²(Yang et al., 2021). 71 

The climate of the HRB (106°12′-114°14′E, 30°08′-34°11′N) has obvious characteristics 72 

of subtropical monsoon climate. The climate is relatively mild, with an average annual 73 

temperature between 15-17 °C. Rainfall in the Han River Basin is relatively abundant, 74 

with an average annual rainfall of 600-1300 mm. The precipitation is mainly 75 
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concentrated in the summer half year, accounting for more than 70% of the annual 76 

precipitation(Zhou et al., 2017). Among them, June, July, and August are particularly 77 

prominent, with precipitation accounting for about 40%-50% of the annual total. The 78 

main source of the water volume of the Han River and its tributaries is rainwater, 79 

followed by groundwater. Groundwater recharge accounts for about 15-20% of the 80 

annual runoff. Therefore, the annual runoff changes of the rivers in the Han River 81 

system are basically the same as the annual precipitation changes. The runoff varies 82 

greatly from year to year in the basin. The maximum annual runoff is generally more 83 

than three times the size of the minimum annual runoff. The annual average runoff of 84 

the whole basin is about 60 billion cubic meters. Due to abundant rainfall, water 85 

resources in the basin are very abundant. However, there are differences in the 86 

distribution of water resources in the basin and uneven seasonal distribution, and water 87 

needs to be transferred outside the basin. There has been a decreasing trend in water 88 

resources in recent years. 89 

  Fig. 1 illustrates the topography, water system and hydrological station distribution of the Han 90 

River Basin. It can be seen from the figure that the topography of the Han River Basin is high in the 91 

west and low in the east, with dense river networks. The hydrological stations are distributed in the 92 

upper, middle and lower reaches. Except for Huanglongtan (HLT) station, which is on the tributary 93 

Zenghe, Baihe (BH) station, Huangjiagang (HJG) station, and Huangzhuang (HZ) stations are all 94 

on the main stream. This study used flow data from four hydrological stations from 1960 to 2014. 95 

 96 

Fig. 1 Topography of the study area and distribution of the hydrological stations  97 
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2.2 Methods 98 

2.2.1 ARIMA and SARIMA 99 

Time series refers to a series of numbers of the same statistical indicator in the order 100 

of their occurrence. The main purpose of time series analysis is to predict the future 101 

based on historical data. There are four commonly used time series models: 102 

Autoregressive model (AR(p)), Moving average model (MA(q)), Autoregressive 103 

moving average model (ARMA(p, q)), and Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average 104 

model (ARIMA(p, d, q) ). It can be said that the first three are special forms of the 105 

ARIMA(p, d, q) model(Khan et al., 2020). The ARIMA model is established on the 106 

basis of a stationary time series, so the stationarity of the time series is an important 107 

prerequisite for modeling. The method of testing the stability of the time series model 108 

generally employs the ADF unit root test model. Of course, if the time series is unstable, 109 

it can be turned stable through certain operations (such as taking the logarithm, 110 

difference), and then the ARIMA model is performed to obtain stable time series 111 

forecast results. Finally, the inverse operation is performed on the prediction results 112 

(such as the inverse operation of the difference) to get the prediction results of the 113 

original data. The ARIMA model can be expressed as follows: 114 (1 − ∑ 𝜙𝑖𝐿𝑖𝑝𝑖=1 )(1 − 𝐿)𝑑𝑋𝑡 = (1 + ∑ 𝜃𝑖𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑖=1 )𝜀𝑡             (1) 115 

Where L is the lag operator, p is the betweenness of the autoregressive process, d is the 116 

betweenness of the difference, and q is the betweenness of the moving average process. 117 𝜙 is the parameter of the autoregressive part of the model, X is the time series, 𝜃 is 118 

the parameters of the moving average part, and 𝜀 is the error term. 119 

  The Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA) model adds 120 

seasonal factors on the basis of the ARIMA model and is suitable for unstable data with 121 

trend cycles(Carmona-Benítez and Nieto, 2020). In addition to seasonal changes, this 122 

cycle can also be caused by other factors. 123 

2.2.2 Exponential smoothing method 124 

The exponential smoothing method is a special weighted moving average method, 125 

which strengthens the effect of recent observations on the predicted value. The weights 126 

assigned to the observations at different times are not equal, and the weight of the recent 127 

observations is increased, which can change the changing rate of the curve according 128 

to the weight coefficient. It does not abandon the past data, and only imposes a 129 

gradually weakening degree of influence, that is, as the data moves away, it gives a 130 

weight that gradually converges to zero. It is a time series-based forecasting method, 131 

which is generally divided into single exponential smoothing (SES), second 132 

exponential smoothing (SEES) and cubic exponential smoothing (CES)(Smyl, 2020). 133 

The calculation formula of the SES is as follows: 134 
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𝑠𝑡(1) = 𝛼𝑦𝑡 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑠𝑡−1(1)
                   (2) 135 

Where 𝑠𝑡1 is the smooth value of time t, 𝑦𝑡 represents the actual value of time t, and 136 𝛼 is the smoothing constant.  137 

The calculation formula of the SEES is as follows: 138 𝑠𝑡(2) = 𝛼𝑠𝑡(1) + (1 − 𝛼)𝑠𝑡−1(2)
                     (3) 139 

The formula for calculating the predicted value is as follows: 140 �̂�𝑡+𝑇 = 𝑎𝑡 + 𝑏𝑡𝑇                           (4) 141 

Where �̂�𝑡+𝑇 is the predicted value at t + T, t is the current time, T is the predicted time 142 

step, 𝑎𝑡 is the intercept, 𝑏𝑡 is the slope. 𝑎𝑡 and 𝑏𝑡 are calculated as follows: 143 𝑎𝑡 = 2𝑠𝑡(1) − 𝑠𝑡(2)
                           (5) 144 𝑏𝑡 = 𝛼1−𝛼 (𝑠𝑡(1) − 𝑠𝑡(2))                             (6) 145 

The formula of the CES method is calculated as follows: 146 𝑠𝑡(3) = 𝛼𝑠𝑡(2) + (1 − 𝛼)𝑠𝑡−1(3)
                   (7) 147 

The formula for calculating the predicted value is as follows: 148 �̂�𝑡+𝑇 = 𝑎𝑡 + 𝑏𝑡𝑇 + 𝑐𝑡𝑇2                     (8) 149 𝑎𝑡, 𝑏𝑡, and 𝑐𝑡 are calculated as follows: 150 𝑎𝑡 = 3𝑠𝑡(1) − 3𝑠𝑡(2) + 𝑠𝑡(3)
                     (9) 151 𝑏𝑡 = 𝛼2(1−𝛼)2 [(6 − 5𝛼)𝑠𝑡(1) − 2(5 − 4𝛼)𝑠𝑡(2) + (4 − 3𝛼)𝑠𝑡(3)]    (10) 152 𝑐𝑡 = 𝛼22(1−𝛼)2 (𝑠𝑡(1) − 2𝑠𝑡(2) + 𝑠𝑡(3))                (11) 153 

2.2.3 DNN 154 

Neural network technology originated in the 1950s, when it was called a perceptron, 155 

with an input layer, an output layer, and a hidden layer. The input feature vector reaches 156 

the output layer through the hidden layer transformation, and the classification result is 157 

obtained in the output layer. Deep Neural Networks (DNN) can be understood as a 158 

neural network with many hidden layers, also known as deep feedforward network 159 

(DFN) and Multi-Layer perceptron (MLP)(Yu et al., 2021). DNN is an emerging 160 

algorithm in the field of machine learning in industry and academia in recent years. 161 

DNN have significantly improved the simulation capability of the model and have been 162 

widely used in many fields. 163 
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2.2.4 Markov chain 164 

In nature and social phenomena, some random phenomena follow Markov process, 165 

that is, the state of the system or process at 𝑡𝑛 can determine the state of the system or 166 

process at 𝑡𝑛+𝑖. It has nothing to do with the state of the system or process before 𝑡𝑛. 167 

For the random process {𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇}, the Markov process expression is as follows: 168 𝑃{𝑋(𝑡𝑛) ≤ 𝑥𝑛|𝑋(𝑡𝑛−1) = 𝑥𝑛−1, 𝑋(𝑡𝑛−2) = 𝑥𝑛−2, ⋯ , 𝑋(𝑡1) = 𝑥1} =169 𝑃{𝑋(𝑡𝑛) ≤ 𝑥𝑛|𝑋(𝑡𝑛−1) = 𝑥𝑛−1}                                       170 

                                                                (12) 171 

A Markov chain (MC) is a random process with Markov properties, a special form 172 

of Markov process, which is discrete in state and time(Xiang et al., 2021). MC has no 173 

aftereffect of Markov process, indicating that its subsequent state is only related to the 174 

current state and has nothing to do with the previous state. The expression formula of 175 

MC is as follows: 176 𝑃{𝑋(𝑛 + 1) = 𝐸𝑛+1|𝑋(𝑛) = 𝐸𝑛, 𝑋(𝑛 − 1) = 𝐸𝑛−1, ⋯ , 𝑋(0) = 𝐸0}177 = 𝑃{𝑋(𝑛 + 1) = 𝐸𝑛+1|𝑋(𝑛) = 𝐸𝑛} 178 

(13) 179 

Here 𝐸 = {𝐸0, 𝐸1, ⋯ , 𝐸𝑛} is the state space set of the random process.  180 

  The formula for calculating the n-step state transition probability is as follows: 181 𝑃𝑖𝑗(𝑛) = 𝑃{𝑋(𝑚 + 𝑛) = 𝐸𝑗|𝑋(𝑚) = 𝐸𝑖}     (𝐸𝑖, 𝐸𝑗 ∈ 𝐸)        (14) 182 

  For all integers 𝑛 ≥ 0 and 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐼, the transition probability 𝑃𝑖𝑗(𝑛)
 of n steps has 183 

the following properties: 184 𝑃𝑖𝑗(𝑛) = ∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑗𝐼 𝑃𝑖𝑗(𝑛−1)𝑘∈𝐼                      (15) 185 𝑃𝑖𝑗(𝑛) = ∑ ⋯ ∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑘1𝑃𝑘1𝑘2 ⋯ 𝑃𝑘𝑛−1𝑗𝑘𝑛−1𝑘1∈𝐼            (16) 186 𝑃(𝑛) = 𝑃(𝑛−1)𝑃                        (17) 187 

In this study, based on the original Markov chain, the relative error is used as the 188 

state process of the Markov chain for state estimation, and the fuzzy set method is used 189 

to convert interval predictions into point predictions. 190 

2.2.5 MCMC 191 

The Markov Chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC) was produced in the early 1950s. 192 

It is a Monte Carlo method (Monte Carlo) that is simulated by a computer under the 193 

framework of Bayesian theory(Reuschen et al., 2020). This method introduces the 194 

Markov process into the Monte Carlo simulation, realizes the dynamic simulation in 195 

which the sampling distribution changes with the simulation, and makes up for the 196 

traditional Monte Carlo integration that can only be statically simulated. MCMC is a 197 

simple and effective calculation method, which is widely used in many fields, such as 198 

statistics, Bayesian problems, and computer problems. 199 
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  The logistic regression model was used as a model to study the transition probability 200 

of drought and flood in the HRB, and the MCMC method was used to find the optimal 201 

parameters of the logistic regression model(Meyers et al., 2021). The logistic regression 202 

function is as follows: 203 𝑦(𝑥) = 11+exp (𝛼+𝛽𝑥)                  (18) 204 

Here 𝛼 is the position parameter and β is the scale parameter. Under different 205 

parameter combinations, the function image is shown in Fig. 2. 206 

 207 

Fig. 2 The shape of the LOGISTIC regression function under different parameter 208 

combinations 209 

3 Results 210 

3.1 Runoff sequence analysis 211 

Fig. 3 a1, b1, c1, and d1 depict the change state of runoff sequence of the four 212 

hydrological stations respectively. It can be seen from the trend line that the runoff of 213 

the four hydrological stations has a downward trend, and the runoff of the HJG station 214 

has the fastest decline rate, reaching -6.484 m3/s∙a-1. It shows that there is a decreasing 215 

trend of water resources in the HRB. Fig.3 a2, a3 are the wavelet power spectra of the 216 

runoff at the BH station. It can be seen from the figure that there is a 3-4 year oscillation 217 

period in the runoff of the BH station, and the global wavelet spectrum  (GWS) 218 

exceeds the 95% confidence level. There is also an oscillation period of about 8 years, 219 

but it is not significant. Fig.3 b2, b3 are the wavelet power spectra of the runoff of the 220 

HLT station. It can be seen from the figure that the runoff at the HLT station has an 221 

oscillation period of about 4 years, and the GWS exceeds the 95% confidence level. 222 

The other oscillation periods are not significant. Fig.3 c2, c3 are the wavelet power 223 

spectra of runoff at HJG station. It can be seen from the figure that the runoff at HJG 224 
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station has an oscillation period of about 4 years and about 8 years at the same time, 225 

and the GWS exceeds the 95% confidence level. Fig.3 d2, d3 are the wavelet power 226 

spectra of HZ station runoff. It can be seen from the figure that there is an obvious 227 

oscillation period of about 7-8 years, and the GWS exceeds the 95% confidence level 228 

while the other oscillation periods are not significant. 229 

 230 

Fig. 3 Wavelet power analysis of runoff from four hydrological stations (a: BH, b: 231 

HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ) 232 

STL (Seasonal-Trend decomposition procedure based on Loess) is a common 233 

algorithm in time series decomposition. Based on locally weighted scatterplot 234 

smoothing (LOESS), the data at a certain time is decomposed into trend component, 235 

seasonal component and residual component. Fig.4 a1, a2, a3, and a4 are the STL 236 

decomposition results of the BH station runoff. From Fig. 4 a2, it can be seen that the 237 

runoff was relatively stable before 1985. After 1985, the runoff began to decrease until 238 

the runoff began to rise again in 1998. From Fig. 4 a3, it can be seen that the runoff at 239 

the BH station has a cyclical change of about 4 years, and the change trend has been 240 

intensified in recent years. From Fig. 4 a4, it can be seen that after removing the trend 241 

and periodic changes of the runoff sequence, the residual is relatively stable. Fig.4 b1, 242 

b2, b3, and b4 are the STL decomposition results of runoff at HLT station. From Fig. 4 243 

b2, it can be seen that the runoff at the HLT station fluctuated before 1986, and after 244 

1986 the runoff began to decrease continuously. From Fig. 4 b3, it can be seen that the 245 

runoff of the HLT station has a cyclic variation of about 3-4 years. From Fig. 4 b4, it 246 

can be seen that the residual fluctuations are relatively large, indicating that the runoff 247 

sequence of the HLT station has large fluctuations. Fig.4 c1, c2, c3, and c4 are the STL 248 

decomposition results of runoff at HJG station. From Fig. 4 c2, it can be seen that the 249 
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runoff of HJG station also continued to decrease after 1986, and then the runoff has a 250 

slight upward trend after 2000. From Fig. 4 c3, it can be seen that the runoff at HJG 251 

station also has a cyclic variation of about 3-4 years. From Fig. 4 c4, it can be seen that 252 

after removing the trend and periodic changes of the runoff sequence, the residual 253 

fluctuation is small. Fig.4 d1, d2, d3, and d4 are the STL decomposition results of HZ 254 

station runoff. From Fig. 4 d2, it can be seen that the runoff at the HZ station has 255 

continued to decrease after 1990. From Fig. 4 d3, it can be seen that the runoff at the 256 

HZ station also has a cyclic variation of about 3-4 years. From Fig.4 d4, it can be seen 257 

that after removing the trend and periodic changes of the runoff sequence, the residual 258 

fluctuations are relatively large, indicating that the HZ station runoff has large 259 

fluctuations. 260 

 261 

Fig. 4 STL decomposition of runoff from four hydrological stations (a: BH, b: HLT, 262 

c: HJG, d: HZ) 263 

3.2 Runoff forecasting 264 

3.2.1 Forecast based on runoff continuity 265 

  The SES, SEES, CES, ARIMA, SARIMA, and DNN methods were used to predict 266 

runoff by fitting and extending the original sequence reasonably. The period of 1960-267 

2011 was taken as the calibration period, and 2012-2013 as the validation period. 268 

Autocorrelation function and partial autocorrelation function graphs are often used in 269 

time series analysis and forecasting. They describe the strength of the relationship 270 
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between a time series observation and its previous observations. The parameters p and 271 

q in AR(p) and MA(q) models are determined by PACF and ACF respectively. Fig. 5 272 

a1 and a2 are the ACF and PACF of the BH station runoff, respectively. From the figure, 273 

it can be seen that the runoff has a high correlation with the runoff of the previous step, 274 

the correlation exceeding the significance level of 95%, so p is taken as  1, q as 1. Fig. 275 

5 b1 and b2 are the ACF and PACF of HLT station runoff, respectively. It can be seen 276 

from the figure that the runoff has little correlation with the previous runoff, and the 277 

correlation does not exceed the 95% significance level, so p is taken as 0 , Q as 0. Fig. 278 

5 c1 and c2 are the ACF and PACF of HJG station runoff, respectively. From the figure, 279 

it can be seen that the runoff and the previous runoff have the largest correlation within 280 

one time step, and the correlation exceeds the 95% significance level, so p is taken as 281 

1, q as 1. Fig. 5 d1 and d2 are the ACF and PACF of HZ station runoff, respectively. It 282 

can be seen from the figure that the runoff has little correlation with the previous runoff, 283 

and the correlation is less than the significance level of 95%, so p is taken as 0, q as 0. 284 

 285 

Fig. 5 ACF and PACF diagrams of runoff from the four hydrological stations (a: BH, 286 

b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ) 287 

  Fig. 6 illustrates the runoff simulation results in calibration period (1960-2011) of 288 

BH, HLT, HJG, and HZ hydrological stations using SES, SEES, CES, ARIMA, 289 

SARIMA, and DNN methods. Seen from left to right, Fig. 6 a1 to Fig. 6 d3 are the 290 

simulation results of runoff at four hydrological stations by SES, SEES, and CES 291 

respectively. It can be seen from the figure that SES has a better effect on runoff 292 

simulation, while SEES and CES are too flat for runoff process simulation and are not 293 

sensitive enough to capture runoff changes. Fig. 6 a4 to Fig. 6 d5 are the simulation 294 

results of runoff at four hydrological stations by ARIMA and SARIMA methods. It can 295 

be seen from the figure that ARIMA and SARIMA can better simulate the change of 296 

runoff, and SARIMA can better simulate the change of runoff peak value than ARIMA. 297 

Fig. 6 a6 to Fig. 6 d6 are the simulation results of runoff at four hydrological stations 298 

by DNN method. It can be seen from the figure that the DNN method can basically 299 

simulate the runoff change process. However, the simulation value for some larger 300 

runoff processes is too small. The runoff simulation results of the four hydrological 301 
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stations from 2012 to 2014 during the validation period are listed in Table 2, which is 302 

convenient for comparison with the simulation results based on the Markov chain 303 

method. 304 

 305 

Fig. 6 SES, SEES, CES, ARIMA, SARIMA, and DNN simulation results of runoff at 306 

the four hydrological stations in calibration period (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ) 307 

3.2.2 Runoff forecast based on Markov chain 308 

  Table 1 is the classification result of runoff grades of four hydrological stations using 309 

the mean-value mean squared error classification method. The runoff increases from 310 

grade 1 to grade 5. Grade 3 roughly represents the state of a flat water year, grade 1 311 

roughly represents the state of a dry year, and grade 5 roughly represents the state of a 312 

wet year. Fig. 7 illustrates the result that the runoff of four hydrological stations reaches 313 

a stable state through the probability transition matrix in five initial states with the initial 314 

probability of 0.2. Fig. 7 a1 to Fig. 7 a5 illustrate the probability of the BH station runoff 315 

reaching a stable state in the five states. It can be seen from the figure that the 316 

probability of the BH station runoff in state 1 is about 0.13, the probability in state 2 is 317 
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about 0.11, the probability in state 3 is about 0.41, the probability in state 4 is about 318 

0.26, and the probability in state 5 is about 0.09. Fig. 7 b1 to Fig. 7 b5 illustrate the 319 

probability that the runoff of the HLT station reaches a stable state in the five states. It 320 

can be seen from the figure that the probability of HLT station runoff in state 1 is about 321 

0.11, the probability in state 2 is about 0.14, the probability in state 3 is about 0.42, the 322 

probability in state 4 is about 0.29, and the probability in state 5 is about 0.04. Fig. 7 c1 323 

to Fig. 7 c5 illustrate the probability when the runoff of the HJG station reaches a stable 324 

state in five states. From the figure, it can be seen that the probability of HJG station 325 

runoff in state 1 is about 0.13, the probability in state 2 is about 0.11, the probability in 326 

state 3 is about 0.40, the probability in state 4 is about 0.23, and the probability in state 327 

5 is about 0.12. Fig. 7 d1 to Fig. 7 d5 illustrate the probability that the runoff of the HZ 328 

station reaches a stable state in the five states. It can be seen from the figure that the 329 

probability of HZ station runoff in state 1 is about 0.12, the probability in state 2 is 330 

about 0.15, the probability in state 3 is about 0.40, the probability in state 4 is about 331 

0.23, and the probability in state 5 is about 0.10. 332 

Table 1 Runoff grouping results based on mean-value mean squared error method 333 

(m3/s) 334 

ST 
Class 

1 2 3 4 5 

BH <378.3 [378.3, 542.1) [542.1, 815.1) [815.1, 979.0) 979.0≤ 

HLT <109.8 [109.8, 144.2) [144.2, 201.5) [201.5, 235.9) 235.9≤ 

HJG <688.2 [688.2, 923.5) [923.5, 1315.7) [1315.7, 1551.0) 1551.0≤ 

HZ <935.0 [935.0, 1206.6) [1206.6, 1659.3) [1659.3, 1930.9) 1930.9≤ 

 335 

Fig. 7 Probability of the five states of runoff from four hydrological stations reaching 336 

the stable stage under 1 to 5 steps (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ) 337 

  Based on the original runoff Markov forecasting model (MFM), the relative error 338 

between the original runoff and the fitted runoff was used as the original data of the 339 
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MFM, so that the hidden information in the original runoff data can be used to a greater 340 

extent. Fig. 8 illustrates the process of fitting the original runoff with different fitting 341 

methods, including moving average method, mean value method, linear spline curve, 342 

quadric spline curve, and cubic spline curve. This constitutes a moving average Markov 343 

forecasting model (MA-MFM), a mean Markov forecasting model (M-MFM), a linear 344 

spline Markov forecasting model (LS-MFM), a quadric spline Markov forecasting 345 

model (QS-MFM), and a cubic spline Markov forecasting model (CS-MFM). 346 

 347 

Fig. 8 Simulation of runoff process in four hydrological stations with different fitting 348 

methods (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ) 349 

  Table 2 lists the observed runoff (OR) and simulated runoff results of all methods 350 

during the validation period. Table 3 lists the relative error results between the 351 

simulated runoff and the measured runoff. Fig. 9 is the cumulative histogram of the 352 

cumulative absolute error of all methods during the validation period. Combining the 353 

three, it can be seen that the more stable the runoff change, the more favorable it is for 354 

the prediction. For example, the 2012-2013 runoff change at the BH station is relatively 355 

stable. MFM, M-MFM, and QS-MFM all have good prediction results, and the 356 

cumulative absolute error is less than 0.5. However, the runoff of HJG station and HZ 357 

station in 2014 has a significant decrease compared with the runoff in 2013, which is 358 

such a drastic change as most methods cannot predict. On the whole, QS-MFM, MFM, 359 

MA-MFM, CES, and DNN have strong generalization ability for runoff prediction, and 360 

can adapt to the simulation of drastic changes in runoff. However, the simulation 361 

capabilities of ARIMA and SARIME forecasting methods are not stable. For example, 362 
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ARIMA has good results for BH station runoff simulation, but has poor performance 363 

for HLT station runoff simulation. SARIMA has a poor effect on BH station runoff 364 

simulation, but has a good result in HLT station runoff simulation. The CS-MFM has 365 

the worst simulation effect, and the runoff simulation ability of the four stations is 366 

relatively poor. 367 

Table 2 Runoff simulation results of four hydrological stations during the validation 368 

period with different prediction methods 369 

ST Year OR MFM 
MA-

MFM 

M-

MFM 

LS-

MFM 

QS-

MFM 

CS-

MFM 
SES SEES CES ARIMA SARIMA DNN 

BH 

2012 715.7  710.5  1009.2 685.6  455.4  660.4  986.8  831.4  874.5  925.2 869.4  828.4  966.4 

2013 548.8  647.7  759.8 636.5  557.9  661.8  921.6  734.3  814.5  870.9 756.7  1156.1  707.9 

2014 602.7  603.5  539.7 634.8  549.0  715.0  1033.6 673.4  732.1  755.7 713.2  993.3  529.7 

HLT 

2012 107.5  175.5  162.5 167.5  172.0  170.1  166.2  161.9  158.4  156.8 250.4  142.5  150.0 

2013 106.4  173.6  125.2 165.0  180.2  121.1  159.3  152.1  152.0  150.3 154.1  144.3  155.4 

2014 150.8  162.9  105.1 148.4  220.3  139.8  151.4  146.3  146.1  144.2 155.6  181.0  147.9 

HJG 

2012 1145.7 1025.5 1327.8 1183.4 918.5  1008.5 1473.1 1202.5 1087.5 1043.9 1163.7  945.6  1335.7 

2013 847.0  861.5  1180.7 1069.2 926.5  996.3  1065.8 1144.8 1088.9 1043.9 1124.1  1029.8  1149.6 

2014 489.7  1026.7 871.4 1081.4 900.5  971.5  1436.8 1042.6 1084.2 1043.9 1123.2  1086.8  865.6 

HZ 

2012 1368.2 1359.4 1605.2 1359.4 1287.0 1279.5 1824.5 1465.8 1427.7 1418.8 1488.0  1424.2  1622.0 

2013 1035.1 1370.3 1346.3 1271.3 1908.7 1689.9 1340.3 1422.5 1426.6 1418.7 1453.5  1242.0  1315.6 

2014 682.3  1443.3 1057.7 1349.8 1165.1 1204.5 1401.8 1347.3 1412.2 1408.7 1444.9  1587.7  1326.6 

Table 3 The relative error results of the runoff simulation of the four hydrological 370 

stations during the validation period with different prediction methods 371 

ST Year MFM 
MA-

MFM 

M-

MFM 

LS-

MFM 

QS-

MFM 

CS-

MFM 
SES SEES CES ARIMA SARIMA DNN 

BH 

2012 -0.01  0.41  -0.04  -0.36  -0.08  0.38  0.16  0.22  0.29  0.21  0.16  0.35  

2013 0.18  0.38  0.16  0.02  0.21  0.68  0.34  0.48  0.59  0.38  1.11  0.29  

2014 0.00  -0.10  0.05  -0.09  0.19  0.71  0.12  0.21  0.25  0.18  0.65  -0.12  

HLT 

2012 0.63  0.51  0.56  0.60  0.58  0.55  0.51  0.47  0.46  1.33  0.33  0.40  

2013 0.63  0.18  0.55  0.69  0.14  0.50  0.43  0.43  0.41  0.45  0.36  0.46  

2014 0.08  -0.30  -0.02  0.46  -0.07  0.00  -0.03 -0.03  -0.04  0.03  0.20  -0.02  

HJG 

2012 -0.10  0.16  0.03  -0.20  -0.12  0.29  0.05  -0.05  -0.09  0.02  -0.17  0.17  

2013 0.02  0.39  0.26  0.09  0.18  0.26  0.35  0.29  0.23  0.33  0.22  0.36  

2014 1.10  0.78  1.21  0.84  0.98  1.93  1.13  1.21  1.13  1.29  1.22  0.77  

HZ 

2012 -0.01  0.17  -0.01  -0.06  -0.06  0.33  0.07  0.04  0.04  0.09  0.04  0.19  

2013 0.32  0.30  0.23  0.84  0.63  0.29  0.37  0.38  0.37  0.40  0.20  0.27  

2014 1.12  0.55  0.98  0.71  0.77  1.05  0.97  1.07  1.06  1.12  1.33  0.94  
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 372 

Fig. 9 The cumulative relative error results of the runoff simulation of the four 373 

hydrological stations during the validation period with different prediction methods 374 

(a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ) 375 

3.2.3 Dry and wet conversion analysis 376 

  Fig. 10 shows the fitting results of P-III curve of runoff from four hydrological 377 

stations. Generally, the 25% score is used as the demarcation point for wet years and 378 

the 75% score is used as the demarcation point for dry years. The P-III curve was used 379 

to extract the high and low runoff boundary points of the four hydrological stations, 380 

and then the runoff time series were classified. The runoff with a score greater than 25% 381 

is classified as a wet year, and the runoff with a score less than 75% is classified as a 382 

dry year. 383 

  Fig. 11 is the result of using the MCMC method to optimize the parameters of the 384 

Logistic model, and then fitting the wet and dry conditions. Among them, the 385 

probability density of parameter distribution is the largest, and the point is selected as 386 

the optimal parameter. For example, the 𝛼 parameter of the Logistics model of BH 387 

station is 16.7562, and the 𝛽 parameter is -0.0273. The Logistic model with MCMC 388 

optimized parameters can simulate the high and low runoff changes well, and it is 389 

basically a smooth transition curve from the low-runoff state to the high-runoff state. 390 

  Table 4 lists the transition probability of runoff from low to high (high to low). It can 391 

be seen from the table that the probability of a wet year is 0.29% when the runoff at the 392 

BH station at 400 m3/s, and the probability of a dry year is 99.71%. It can be concluded 393 

that the flow of 400 m3/s is a dry year at the BH station. The probability of a wet year 394 

is 40.61% with the flow of 600 m3/s, and the probability of a dry year is 59.39%, 395 

indicating that the flow of 600 m3/s basically belongs to the state of a normal water year 396 

at the BH station. The probability of a wet year with a flow of 900 m3/s is 99.96%, and 397 

the probability of a dry year is 0.04%. It can be said that the flow of 900m3/s at the BH 398 

station has a high probability of being in a wet year. In the same way, the probability 399 

that the runoff from HLT, HJG, and HZ stations is low to high (high to low) can be 400 
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obtained. Among them, the HLT station has the fastest conversion rate of drought and 401 

flood, and the flow that generates floods is 6 times that of drought. It shows that the 402 

smaller the catchment area, the faster the conversion rate of drought to flood, while the 403 

larger the catchment area, the more stable the conversion of drought to flood. 404 

 405 

Fig. 10 Runoff P-III curve fitting of four hydrological stations (a: BH, b: HLT, c: 406 

HJG, d: HZ) 407 
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 408 

Fig. 11 Logistic model parameter selection, model fitting and posterior probability 409 

distribution fitting of the four hydrological runoff (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ) 410 

Table 4 Low to high (high to low) conversion probability of runoff at four 411 

hydrological stations 412 

ST Runoff(m3/s)-probability(100%) 

BH 

400 500 600 700 800 900 

0.29% 

(99.71%) 

4.27% 

(95.73%) 

40.61% 

(59.39%) 

91.29% 

(8.71%) 

99.38% 

(0.62%) 

99.96% 

(0.04%) 

HLT 

50 100 150 200 250 300 

0.00% 

(100.00%) 

0.16% 

(99.84%) 

24.98% 

(75.02%) 

98.56% 

(1.44%) 

99.99% 

(0.01%) 

100.00% 

(0.00%) 

HJG 

800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 

2.70% 

(97.30%) 

12.98% 

(87.02%) 

44.47% 

(55.53%) 

81.13% 

(18.87%) 

95.85% 

(4.15%) 

99.20% 

(0.80%) 

HZ 

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 

0.04% 

(99.96%) 

0.65% 

(99.35%) 

10.36% 

(89.64%) 

66.99% 

(33.01%) 

97.27% 

(2.73%) 

99.84% 

(0.16%) 
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4 Discussion 413 

  It is worth noting that whether it is based on the change trend of the runoff sequence 414 

or the runoff prediction based on the Markov chain, all information needs to be obtained 415 

from the original data(Qu et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020). If the data has a certain regular 416 

change, such as a linear trend change, this will make prediction an easy task. However, 417 

if there is a sudden change in the data, it will change the trend of the original sequence, 418 

making prediction a difficult task(Feng et al., 2011). Fig. 12 illustrates the results of the 419 

runoff mutation test of four hydrological stations. It can be seen from the figure that 420 

there are mutation points in the runoff of the four hydrological stations, especially in 421 

HLT, HJG, and HZ stations, which makes the prediction of runoff in different periods 422 

of time different. The method can be tried is to do mutation detection on the time series 423 

first, and then only use the data after the mutation. However, this will reduce the data 424 

that can be used, and will make the data lack representativeness(Chen et al., 2020).  425 

  Of course, the prediction of runoff can also be based on the teleconnection prediction 426 

of the climate background. However, this method needs to find the factors that have the 427 

greatest impact on runoff changes, which increases the difficulty of the operability of 428 

the prediction(Wang et al., 2015; Xie et al., 2019). Meanwhile, the runoff prediction 429 

based on teleconnection will be more towards the real physical basis, which will make 430 

the runoff prediction results have a physical basis(Badrzadeh et al., 2015). In future 431 

research, a runoff prediction method based on teleconnection and weather background 432 

can be developed in the HRB. 433 

 434 

Fig. 12 MK trend and mutation test of runoff from four hydrological stations (a: BH, 435 

b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ) 436 

5 Conclusions 437 

  In this study, the historical runoff information of four hydrological stations in the 438 

HRB was used to simulate and predict runoff by using 12 methods. Then the MCMC 439 
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method was used to analyze the low-high (high-low) transition probability of annual 440 

runoff in the HRB. The following main conclusions can be drawn from this study: 441 

  (1) The runoff processes recorded by the four hydrological stations in the HRB all 442 

show different degrees of decline. Among them, the runoff at the HJG station has the 443 

fastest decline rate, reaching -6.484 m3/s∙a-1. The runoff of the four hydrological 444 

stations has an oscillating period of about 3-4 years, and the runoff showed an obvious 445 

downward trend in the mid-1980s. 446 

  (2) The smoother the runoff changes, the higher the probability of accurate prediction. 447 

Among the 12 methods, QS-MFM, MFM, MA-MFM, CES and DNN all have strong 448 

generalization capabilities and can predict runoff changes more accurately. The 449 

prediction ability of ARIMA and SRIMA methods is unstable, and the prediction ability 450 

of CS-MFM is the worst. 451 

  (3) The MCMC method can accurately estimate the parameters of the Logistic model, 452 

and the high and low runoff transition probability model constructed in the HRB can 453 

accurately calculate the low-high (high-low) runoff transition probability. 454 

  Although the prediction method used in this study can predict the runoff of the HRB 455 

accurately, it is based on statistical methods. In the runoff sequence of the HRB, 456 

however, there is a sudden change, which will affect the accuracy and continuity of the 457 

prediction. Therefore, prediction methods based on teleconnection and weather systems 458 

are worthy of discussion in future research. 459 
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Figures

Figure 1

Topography of the study area and distribution of the hydrological stations. Note: The designations
employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion
whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or
area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been
provided by the authors.



Figure 2

The shape of the LOGISTIC regression function under different parameter combinations



Figure 3

Wavelet power analysis of runoff from four hydrological stations (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ)



Figure 4

STL decomposition of runoff from four hydrological stations (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ)



Figure 5

ACF and PACF diagrams of runoff from the four hydrological stations (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ)



Figure 6

SES, SEES, CES, ARIMA, SARIMA, and DNN simulation results of runoff at the four hydrological stations
in calibration period (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ)



Figure 7

Probability of the �ve states of runoff from four hydrological stations reaching the stable stage under 1
to 5 steps (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ)



Figure 8

Simulation of runoff process in four hydrological stations with different �tting methods (a: BH, b: HLT, c:
HJG, d: HZ)



Figure 9

The cumulative relative error results of the runoff simulation of the four hydrological stations during the
validation period with different prediction methods (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ)



Figure 10

Runoff P-III curve �tting of four hydrological stations (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ)



Figure 11

Logistic model parameter selection, model �tting and posterior probability distribution �tting of the four
hydrological runoff (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ)



Figure 12

MK trend and mutation test of runoff from four hydrological stations (a: BH, b: HLT, c: HJG, d: HZ)


